Global Resistance 2005: A call to action

Throughout the year 2005 the institutions of global capitalism will continue to meet, manage and maintain a system that creates war, famine and destroyed ecosystems, while removing any sense of humanity from all of our lives.

Over recent years, meetings of these institutions have been fiercely resisted by the world’s people. This resistance has also provided much-needed spaces for more local, day-to-day struggles to converge and realize the possibilities that can be unleashed when we begin to co-operate. From these mobilisations has emerged a global ‘movement of movements’ that is in many ways novel.

In 2005, across a continent, resistance to these summits will continue, attempting to learn from and build upon our collective experiences as a global movement and bring us closer to creating this other possible world that is so often talked about.

This call is a result of a meeting at the Caracas Intergalaktika, International youth camp of the 5th World Social Forum (Porto Alegre, Brazil) of people involved in building resistance to the April 2005 International Monetary Fund Meeting (Washington DC), G8 Summit (UK in July), Free Trade of the Americas Agreement (FTAA) meeting (in Argentina in November) and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) Ministerial (in Hong Kong in December).

It is a call for people to support and participate in these mobilisations, to show both political and practical solidarity with those actively resisting the summits, and to organise actions coinciding with these events in villages, towns and cities worldwide.

Moreover, it is a call for this resistance and these expressions of solidarity to co-ordinate and co-operate amongst themselves, to open up spaces in which we can learn from one another, from our differences as much as our commonalities.

Let 2005 be the year in which our resistance becomes truly global!

What's to be done next?

Reclaim the future:

Eroding Empire:

Noborders:

Queeruption:

Samba Climática Caravan

There are plans for a train-based caravan from Europe to the conference, inspired in part by a desire to avoid climate-changing aeroplanes. The Caravan would stop along the way to join in local struggles and/or give workshops. Contact: asafinfox.net

http://flag.blackened.net/agony/ayp/index.html

The conference saw the beginning of the grassrooting of the PGA process in Asia, the expansion of the PGA process to SE Asia, with groups from Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and the Philippine participating, and the hopeful convergence of SE Asia being taken up by Thailand’s Assembly of the Poor. The conference established a common political platform and concrete campaigns of action for the next two years. There were three concrete calls to action: (i) Global days of action across Asia, against the WTO during its meeting in Hong Kong; (ii) a global day of action focusing on violence against women on International Women’s Day, 2005; and (iii) an Asian caravan (to be called)....

We believe that now is the time to commit ourselves to consolidate the PGA global process. Therefore, the movements propose that the upcoming PGA global conference takes place in Asia since the PGA Asian regional process has developed because of the conference and can host the conference.

As for the mainstream press. “Almost all front-pages of Serbian dailies were full of pictures of rioters (from Genoa and other places), saying that ‘Peoples’ Global Action is training other riots’. “We’ll see.” Latest reports speak of an uneasy calm in Serbia, but fortunately not the repression that some predicted.
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Global Anti-War protests mark first Gulf War anniversary
Massive opposition to war was demonstrated in 38 countries worldwide 12 years after the Gulf War, up to 500,000 people rallied in Washington DC on 13 January 2004 to say no to war with Iraq. Speakers at the event evoked the memory of Martin Luther King in calling for ‘Sustainability and the disappearing dream’

Protests were also held in San Francisco, with estimates of crowd size ranging from 200-350,000 people. All age groups were in attendance, and people of all colours attended the convergence. A radical anti-war solidarity march instantly matched the financial center smashing windows and guerrilla Warfare the San Francisco Chronicle-building, the British Embassy, CIACorp and the Internationalization Naturalization Service building.

Love and Destroy!

Protests against the G8 in Evans
The protests against the G8 summit in 2005 were strong, dear and powerful. Conferences, actions, debates and blockades took place around the world, which converged in several alternative protest vigils and took the streets in many creative and determined ways. They illustrated courage, strength and anger. However, the state displayed desperate efforts to silence them with a massive and often brutal police presence.

Global Anti-war/Global Action: Fluff & Spike against DSEI

‘Action against DSEI’ started early this morning when one area company had their doors blocked whilst yet again painting. Red and smiling yellow paint that read ‘Am I a war machine?’

Infopoints

The idea of PGA infopoints came from the leaders of various groups. PGA is designed to be a tool to make sure that the most practical way to keep the European network alive and kicking was for local groups and spaces happy with the PGA hallmarks to set up points of contact where information about PGA could be propagated, with any, into their communities. They are currently springing up around the UK and - as of January 2005 - North America is in its early stages.

NY joins PGA!

PGA is a coming together of anti-war and Palestinian solidarity organizations, priest abolitionists, and anarchist academics - in short, we are rebels - who are doing together... Encuentro: A People Global Action infopoint in New York City.

A new infopoint is being set up in Montreal PGA, Canada, to act as a support group to reinforce the links between CLAC (Anti-Capitalist Convergence) http://clac.taktik.org and other regional/international movements.

PGA events around the world are already do lots of work that are within the axes of struggle of the PGA network, and also give life to a local network. Nonetheless, it doesn’t seem to have links, shared between our struggles, on a larger level. The role of

What is PGA?

Peoples’ Global Action (PGA) is a network for grassroot actions between grassroots movements around the world who are actively fighting the destruction of humanity and the planet by capitalism, and building local alternatives to economic globalisation.

October 13th-17th 2004. From the start of the organizing phase there was a clash between the so-called verticals (mainly SWP and Greater LA) and the horizontals (many anti-capitalist, anti-authoritarian groups). The latter eventually decided to organize their own events, under the general banner "the movement in terms of the moving of social relations. We are seeing examples of this everywhere... - Leeds MyDay group

Zapatistas encuentran en 1994, grassroots movements from all countries gathered in Geneva in February 1999, for the first global PGA conference. This marked the beginning of a worldwide network of resistance to the global capitalist "Win" and the World Trade Organization. WTO. From Genoa to Birmingham, many of the groups and movements involved with PGA have been a driving force behind recent global "anti-capitalist" mobilizations.

The first conference brought together over you can find me in your country. Last year, hundreds of coordinated demonstrations, actions and street parties took place in over 150 countries against the meeting of the G8 in Birmingham and the WTO ministerial meeting in Cancun.

The first international conference took place in Bangalore, India in 1999, and the 3rd in Buenos Aires, Argentina. While the 2nd conference was held in the previous conference, a website, numerous email lists; and a secretariat. The basis of unity among all PGA organisations was expressed in the manifestos and hallmarks.

We see www.ag.org for more background on PGA, the hallmarks and the manifest in full.

Whose global sayings do we demonstrate?

PGA at World Social Forum

The PGA meeting within WSF took place in the Caracas Alternative City. It was based on a choice to make the ‘global’ PGA meeting as horizontally organized self-managed space and was held in the so-called chumbacara. Even though the meeting was in the streets, not in a structure, it was well attended since there were representatives of LATAM, PGA North America and PGA Europe.

The report from different parts of the world were followed up by a realization that there is a genuine desire to keep networking. However, further discussion concerning the practical structures, forms, framing and exchanging ideas and information. Therefore the PGA global list (globalaction@lists.riseup.net) will be revised to better facilitate communication process, especially needed in the build-up to the coming global conference in Nepal.

The protests against the G8 summit in London will be met by a 25,000 plus noise demo (two the climate’s going to pot) Contact Email: globalaction@riseup.net Tel: 07940452927


15th April this year saw the 35th anniversary of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank will represent the 5th anniversary of major demonstrations against these institutions in the US. We again will gather in the streets of D.C. to hold the IMF’s and World Bank accountable. See www.navdahr/adird11/lqg/ppaapers/infopoints.htm

NY joins PGA!

Ask the CAAT to support you in your local area. Or contact us if you have any questions. Or even just say you want to be part of the action. (NB. On March 14th, there will be a 4:30 pm discussion at 4:30 pm at 4:30 pm)
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